September 47th, 2014, The Integral Center, Boulder Colorado
The greatest minds, hearts, and souls in Circling
come together to play, love, and explore the state of the art.
From the earliest formal coursework in Circling with the Arete Experience in the San Francisco
Bay Area in 1999 to the Men’s Circle on the beach, The Authentic Man Program, The Authentic
Woman Experience, and Aletheia at The Integral Center in 2011, the community of Circling,
Authentic Relating, and Authentic Relating Games has grown worldwide with events as far and
wide as New York, D.C., Malibu, Oslo, Phenom Penh, Phoenix, Toronto, Austin, Portland, LA,
and more. 2014 to date has seen more Circlingbased deepdive weekend experiential
intensives worldwide than there have been weekends! We stand together near the beginning of
a worldwide flourishing of our community of practice. Please join us at The Integral Center for
the first gathering of these tribes at the first ever global Circling Summit.
It’s our desire at The Integral Center for this Summit to be a cocreation with the facilitators,
practitioners, and course leaders regardless of any current organizational affiliation. In service of
that we wish to receive your proposals. Here are the themes of the things we’re looking for—
●
●
●

Play, connection, celebration, and community fun.
Circling and related facilitated experiential practices.
Presentations and panels on the theory, practice, history, or critique.

The Integral Center is about 14k square feet in size, including several large multipurpose rooms,
and several small rooms for more intimate breakout style experiences. We imagine having a
wide variety of things, for example keynotestyle talks, a discussion panel, games, novel
applications of Circling—either extensions, variations, or the incorporation of Circling into other
modalities like coaching, seminars, therapy, bodywork, or energy work.
Please share your ideas and requests with us, and consider if you would like to collaborate in
creating what we believe will be an amazing experience, the first of it’s kind. We welcome your
contributions!

Send any ideas or program requests to porcelli@integralcenter.org. If you’re wanting to
contribute a segment, please include the following information:
● Your name
● Your bio in brief
● A title for your segment
● An intended outcome for participants in your segment
● A brief description of your segment, including a description of the relation to Circling
● An approximate ideal number of participants for your segment (for room size fit)
● A short outline of your segment, including format, i.e. presentation, circle, games, etc.
Proposals for segments must be received by June 30th, 2014.

